Standard Machines – Orders can take up to 4 weeks for delivery depending on quantity purchased

**Laptop** - (HP X360-1030 G2) EliteBook 13.3”* with tablet functionality **$1,660.00**
Windows 10. 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 7600U/2.9 GHz. RAM 16GB DDR4-2133 SDRAM. 256GB M2 SATA SED SSD. 13.3”. LED FHD Touchscreen (1920 x 1080) with 360° tablet functionality. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac. HD Webcam. No Optical Drive. Thin, light, 2.82lbs, w12.48 x d8.6 x h.59. Wacom AES Pen w App Launch included. **PN-X3U21AV**
*If a docking station is needed, order the Thunderbolt 3 dock.*

**Laptop** - (HP 840 G4) EliteBook 14” **$1,240.00**
Windows 10. Intel® Core™ HP IDS UMA I7-7600U Processor, 2.8GHz w/Turbo, 14.0-inch diagonal LED FHD SVA Touchscreen (1920 x 1080) 16GB 1600MHz DDR4-2133 RAM. 256GB M2 PCIe NVME SSD. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac. BT. HD Webcam. No optical drive. Backlit keyboard. Thin, light, 3.27lbs, w13.3 x d9.3 x h.74. **PN-X3V04AV**
*If docking station is needed, please order 810, 840, 850 G1-G3. Order the external DVD writer, if needed.*

**Laptop** - (HP 850 G4) EliteBook 15.6” w 10-Key Keyboard **$1,255.00**
Windows 10. Intel® Core™ i7-7600U Processor, 2.8GHz w/Turbo, 15.6 inch diagonal LED FHD SVA touchscreen (1920 x 1080) RAM 16GB 1600MHz DDR4-2133 RAM. 256GB M2 PCIe NVME SSD. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac. 10-Key Keyboard. HD Webcam. No optical drive. Backlit keyboard. Thin, light, 4 lbs, w15 x d10 x h.76. **PN-X4B28AV**
*If docking station is needed, please order 810, 840, 850 G1-G3. Order the external DVD writer, if needed.*

**PC** – (800 G3 SFF) Small Form Factor (DESK TOP Model) **$790.00**
SFF - Windows 10. Intel® Core™ i5-7600 (3.5 GHz, 6 MB cache, 4 cores) Intel HD Graphics 630 - 16GB DDR4-2400 MHz (1x16 GB DIMM). SSD PCIe NVME 256GB - SuperMulti DVD/RW optical drive. **PN-Y2Z63AV**
*Moues and keyboard are included.*

**PC** – (800 G3 MINI) Most Compact Mini PC (DESK TOP Model) **$780.00**
Windows 10 only. (W6.9 x H1.3 x D7.0 in, 2.67lbs) - Windows 10. Intel® Core™ i5-7600T (2.8 GHz, 6 MB cache, 4 cores) 2-Displayport, VGA. Intel HD Graphics 630 - 16GB DDR4-2400 MHz (1x16 GB SODIMM) - SSD PCIe NVME 256GB - 65w external power supply. **PN-Y3A18AV**
*No DVD drive; cannot add PCI card devices. Order the external DVD writer, if needed.*

**PC** – (800 G3 Elitedesk TWR) **$810.00**
Intel® Core™ i5-7600 Intel HD Graphics 530 - 16GB 1X16GB DDR4-2400 NECC, 256GB PCIE NVME TLC SSD - DVD/R Optical Drive. **PN-Y1B39AV**
*Moues and keyboard are included.*
Standard Machines w/Upgraded Hard Drive – Delivery takes 4-6 weeks

**Laptop - (HP X360-1030 G2) EliteBook 13.3" with tablet functionality $1,810.00**

Windows 10. 7th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 7600U/2.9 GHz. RAM 16GB DDR4-2133 SDRAM. 512GB HD SSD TURBO DRIVE G2 TLC. 13.3". LED FHD Touchscreen (1920 x 1080) with 360° Tablet Functionality. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac. HD Webcam. No optical drive. Thin, light, 2.82lbs, w12.48 x d8.6 x h.59. Wacom AES Pen w App Launch included. **PN-X3U21AV**  *

*If a docking station is needed, order the Thunderbolt 3 dock.*

**Laptop - (HP 840 G4) EliteBook 14" $1,320.00**

Windows 10. Intel® Core™ HP IDS UMA I7-7600U Processor, 2.8GHz w/Turbo, 14.0-inch diagonal LED FHD SVA Touchscreen (1920 x 1080) 16GB 1600MHz DDR4-2133 RAM. 512GB M2 PCIe NVME SSD. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, BT. HD Webcam. No optical drive. Backlit keyboard. Thin, light, 3.27lbs, w13.3 x d9.3 x h.74. **PN-X3V04AV**  *

*If docking station is needed, please order 810, 840, 850 G1-G3. Order the external DVD writer, if needed.*

**Laptop - (HP 850 G4) EliteBook 15.6" with 10-key keyboard $1,334.00**

Windows 10. Intel® Core™ i7-7600U Processor, 2.8GHz w/Turbo, 15.6 inch diagonal LED FHD SVA Touchscreen (1920 x 1080) RAM 16GB 1600MHz DDR4-2133 RAM. 512GB M2 PCIe NVME SSD. Intel 8265 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac. HD Webcam. No optical drive. Backlit keyboard. Thin, light, 4 lbs, w15 x d10 x h.76. **PN-X4B28AV**  *

*If docking station is needed, please order 810, 840, 850 G1-G3. Order the external DVD writer, if needed.*

**PC - (800 G3 SFF) Small Form Factor (DESK TOP Model) $975.00**

SFF - Windows 10. Intel® Core™ i5-7600 (3.5 GHz, 6 MB cache, 4 cores) Intel HD Graphics 630 - 16GB DDR4-2400 MHz (1x16 GB DIMM) - SSD PCIe NVME 512GB - SuperMulti DVD/RW Optical Drive. **PN-Y2Z63AV**  *

*Mouse and keyboard are included.*

**Docks**

**HP 840, 850 G1-G4, 9470M Ultra Slim Docking Station $150.00**

Four USB 3.0 ports, 2-DisplayPort, VGA. **PN-D9Y32UT**

*If you are not ordering one of these models at the same time, please specify BARCODE of laptop this dock will be used with and order a DisplayPort Cable or DVI, VGA Adapter or DisplayPort Cable (for new Monitors) if dual monitors are needed. Keyboard and Mouse are included.*

**HP Elite Thunderbolt 3 Dock for NEW HP Laptop Models x360 1030 G2 $190.00**

Plugs into USB-C/Thunderbolt output on side of laptop using Thunderbolt cable. (4) USB 3.0 (one charging), (1) Thunderbolt 3, (2) DisplayPort, (1) VGA, (1) RJ-45 LAN (Network), (1) 3.5mm audio combo, (1) Thunderbolt power. **PN-1DT93UT**

*If you are not ordering one of these models at the same time, please specify BARCODE of laptop this dock will be used with and order a DisplayPort Cable or DVI, VGA Adapter or DisplayPort Cable (for new Monitors) if dual monitors are needed. Keyboard and Mouse are included. Will also fit 840/850 G3-G4 but the Standard Docking Station is recommended.*
Monitors

HP E243 LED Display-IPS-24" $170.00
Widescreen-1920x1080 Full HD-16x9-IPS-250 cd/m2-1000:1-5ms-250 cd/m2-DisplayPort, VGA, HDMI, Silver Color (Cables are included). PN-1FH47A8

Memory

Memory-Laptop-8GB-840 G3, 850 G3 only $80.00
PN-Z4Y85UT

Power supplies for laptops

90W AC Adapter/Power Supply $60.00
Laptop - HP x360, 840/850 G3-G4, MT41-43, Thunderbolt Dock. PN-H6Y90UT

Laptop Batteries

Laptop - Primary Replacement Battery HP 840, 850 G3 only $75.00
3-Cell Lithium Polymer. PN-T7B32AA

Adapter Cables

DisplayPort Adapter-DVI $15.00
DisplayPort Adapter-VGA $25.00
DisplayPort Adapter-HDMI $15.00

Cables

DisplayPort Cable-6.6ft $15.00
PN-54001 *The DisplayPort Cable is the latest technology cable for monitor connections on PC's, Laptops, and Docking Stations with DisplayPort outputs. (For use with newer monitors with DisplayPort inputs only.)

HDMI Cable 10 foot. M-M $10.00
PN-56784

DVD Writer

DVD/CD USB External/Portable Writer $40.00
For use with Mini PC's, Laptops & Tablets without embedded DVD/CD Drives. BUFFALO MediaStation 8x Portable DVD Writer with LED Power Indicator. Disk drive-DVDRW (R DL) / DVD-RAM - 8x8x5x - Hi-Speed USB External. PN-DVSM-PC58U2VB